The finite cell method for bone simulations: verification and validation.
Standard methods for predicting bone's mechanical response from quantitative computer tomography (qCT) scans are mainly based on classical h-version finite element methods (FEMs). Due to the low-order polynomial approximation, the need for segmentation and the simplified approach to assign a constant material property to each element in h-FE models, these often compromise the accuracy and efficiency of h-FE solutions. Herein, a non-standard method, the finite cell method (FCM), is proposed for predicting the mechanical response of the human femur. The FCM is free of the above limitations associated with h-FEMs and is orders of magnitude more efficient, allowing its use in the setting of computational steering. This non-standard method applies a fictitious domain approach to simplify the modeling of a complex bone geometry obtained directly from a qCT scan and takes into consideration easily the heterogeneous material distribution of the various bone regions of the femur. The fundamental principles and properties of the FCM are briefly described in relation to bone analysis, providing a theoretical basis for the comparison with the p-FEM as a reference analysis and simulation method of high quality. Both p-FEM and FCM results are validated by comparison with an in vitro experiment on a fresh-frozen femur.